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CHANGES IN SPREAD AND VOLATILITY FOR MAJOR MARKET PAIRS 

FX spreads widened across the board in June. For 21 out of the 23 pairs that we monitor, 
including six out of the seven majors, spreads widened in the 12:00-16:00 GMT trading 
window. Volatility also increased, although not to the same extent as,fifteen out of 21 pairs 
experienced wider hourly volatility during the pre-WMR fixing trading window. However, 
spreads are still narrower compared to three months ago. Among the 23 pairs we monitor, 
only the EUR/USD pair traded with a wider spread across Tokyo, London, and New York 
trading hours. 

 

READING THE RESULTS 

On the intraday charts, the green line represents the average spread or volatility for the 
past 12 months, the black line represents the past three months, and the blue line 
represents the past month. On the daily charts, the green area represents the 95th 
percentile confidence interval for the spread and volatility, showing the stability of the 
calculated median value. 
 

SPREADS 

Last month, we suggested that interest rate uncertainty, could be a significant factor 
influencing FX spreads,which affects dealer inventory costs. Recent central bank 
announcements or pre-announcing planned rate hikes, could contribute to such 
uncertainty. Given this context, the charts for this month that indicate a sharp decrease 
in spreads compared to the three-month average for AUD and GBP pairs might seem 
contradictory. However, this is not the case, since spreads significantly narrowed in 
May and saw a modest increase in June. The three-month average does not yet 
account for the large movement that occurred in May. 

 

G-10 Currency Pairs: Average Hourly Spread, 00:00-20:00 GMT 
Comparison over the past month, three months and year 
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Scandinavian G-10 Currencies: Average Hourly Spread, 00:00-20:00 GMT 
Comparison over the past month, three months and year

G-10 Currencies: Average Daily Spread, 12:00-16:00 GMT 
June 2022-June 2023 
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Scandinavian G-10 Currencies: Average Daily Spread, 12:00-16:00 GMT 
June 2022- June 2023 
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VOLATILITY 

FX spread volatility increased in June  reversing April and May’s declines Volatility in the 
12:00-16:00 GMT pre-WMR trading window rose for 15 pairs in June, compared to an 
increase in six pairs in May and only two pairs in April. Two major pairs, GBP/USD and 
USD/CAD, experienced lower volatilities in this window. These pairs also had lower 
volatilities three months ago. When compared to the volatility levels of 12 months ago, all 
pairs showed lower volatility in the pre-WMR window. 

On an intraday basis, we observed two periods of heightened volatility. During the Tokyo 
desk hours of 02:00-06:00 GMT, 18 pairs recorded higher volatility. As mentioned 
previously, volatility increased again from 12:00-16:00 GMT compared to the previous 
month. Across global markets, spread volatility was lower compared to three or six months 
ago. Only in two hours, from 05:00-06:00 and 12:00-13:00 GMT, were spreads more 
volatile last month compared to three or six months ago. 

 

G-10 Currencies: Average Hourly Volatility, 00:00-20:00 GMT 
Comparison over the past month, three months and year 
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Scandinavian G-10 Currencies: Average Hourly Volatility, 00:00-20:00 GMT 
Past month, three months and year 

 

G-10 Currencies: Average Daily Volatility, 12:00-16:00 GMT 
June 2022-June 2023 
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Scandinavian G-10 Currencies: Average Daily Volatility, 12:00-16:00 GMT 
June 2022-June 2023 
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